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Abstract
The act of dismembering a body leaves identifiable marks on the bone. These marks,
whether they be from knives, saws, axes, or any other tool, can help provide law enforcement
with information about the type of tool they should be looking for. While there has been
considerable research done on the marks left by different types of weapons, a factor that has not
been examined is the differences in tool marks based on the condition of the body at the time of
dismemberment. This study will initiate this new avenue of research by analyzing the differences
seen in tool mark impressions on fresh and frozen bone. Sixteen fully fleshed porcine femora
were used for this study and split up into four stages of analysis. The bones in these stages were
cut while fresh, after frozen 1 week, after frozen 4 weeks, and after frozen 8 weeks. One bone
was used for each type of tool (hacksaw, reciprocating saw, axe, and hatchet) in each stage and
the marks were compared to one another. This study shows that the properties of frozen bone do
indeed alter the impressions left by tools, and that these altered impressions remain even after the
bone has been thawed and processed. Characteristics of fresh bone existed throughout the entire
experiment, but the later stages of the experiment also exhibited considerably more chipping and
fracturing which shows that the frozen bones have begun to lose their ability to withstand stress
before breaking. While the only blatant characteristic found in this study of bone being cut while
frozen is a significantly smoother cut mark, it is the mixture of fresh and dry bone properties that
is most telling. This type of research will benefit law enforcement by providing more
information about the postmortem interval of dismembered remains, thus creating a clearer
picture about the treatment of the body and possibly even narrowing down potential suspects.
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Introduction
Dismemberment is the purposeful act of dividing a corpse or the separation of any body
part after death (Delabarde and Ludes 2010). This action can occur in many different forms, and
even include criminal acts on the living. However, the vast majority of dismemberment is
performed after death. Dismemberment can be classified into multiple categories based on the
motives of the perpetrator (Porta et al. 2016), but the most common type is defensive mutilation
which deals with the concealment of a crime by the fragmentation of a corpse in order to hinder
identification and to aid in the transportation and disposal of the remains (Konopka et al. 2006).
Some researchers also describe dismemberment in terms of localized or generalized, which focus
on the physical aspect of the fragmentation rather than the motives behind them. Localized
dismemberment is the separation of only some body parts, commonly the head and hands, which
again is usually done with the hopes of obscuring the identification of the remains. Generalized
dismemberment is the fragmentation of the entire body with specific intentions for disposal
(Delabarde and Ludes 2010). Fragmentation of body parts is rarely accidental but can occur from
unfortunate events such as car accidents or high falls, which normally lead to decapitations.
These accidental dismemberments naturally have various patterns of trauma and tend to exhibit
tearing as the method of dissection rather than precise cuts (Konopka et al. 2007).
While dismemberments are not a common occurrence, they can present law enforcement
with many new challenges. Most cases of dismemberment involve the victim being discarded in
multiple locations to further hinder the identification of the individual (Baier et al. 2017). When
dismembered body parts are disposed of in multiple locations, in different states of disposal, or
in different states of decomposition the issues of identification can be compounded. This can be
due to the ability to positively identify that the various body parts belong to the same individual
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(Baier et al. 2017) or even due to jurisdictional boundaries and the sharing of information (Hyma
and Rao 1991). Latest advancements in the assessment of dismembered remains use threedimensional scanning techniques, like CT scans, to virtually reconfigure severed remains and
analyze tool marks on the body. Scans of tool marks left on bone can be digitally manipulated to
enlarge and enhance detail, creating a clearer picture to analyze and compare. This technology is
especially helpful if the remains are in a compromised state or spread across large distances
(Baier et al. 2017).
The dismemberment of a body is normally done by cutting through the soft and hard
tissue across the diaphysis of the long bones, neck, and occasionally lower spine (Porta et al.
2016), resulting in horizontal or oblique cut and chop marks across the bones (Pérez 2012). In
very rare occasions dismemberment can also consist of the high fragmentation of remains into
very small pieces, based on the preferences of the perpetrator and normally with a specific
disposal plan in mind (Konopka et al. 2006). This severing of bones, to whatever degree, leaves a
variety of characteristic impressions from the tools used. While any sharp tool can be used for
dismemberment, easily accessible items like knives, hand saws, power saws, chainsaws,
hatchets, or axes are most commonly used (Konopka et al. 2007).
After a hastily committed crime, especially those committed in hot climates, a body must
be disposed of quickly before decomposition makes it more difficult to move and thus potentially
attracting attention. For those without a predetermined disposal plan, freezing their victims can
buy them time by both preventing decomposition and by hiding the body out of plain view.
Depending on the size of the victim and the type of freezer available, it may not be necessary to
dismember their victim before freezing it. While it is more common to hear of people
dismembering bodies before freezing them due to space constraints, it is not as uncommon as
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one might think to dismember a body after being frozen (Dismembered body… 1989; Hsiao
2004; Jolly 2012; Martinez 2014; Spaniard gets death… 2017). Also to be taken into
consideration is the mess associated with butchery. Dismembering a freshly killed corpse will
result in more tissue and blood spatter than a body that has been dead a couple of days (Randall
2009), and once the body is frozen the discharge from dismemberment would be even easier to
contain and clean.
The tools used in dismemberment leave various marks on the bone which can be
analyzed to distinguish the type of tool used or even the specific tool that was used in some
circumstances (Saville et al. 2007). The quality of these impressions can be affected by various
factors such as the condition of the tool, variation in sawing motion, physical condition of the
bone, and many others (Nogueira et al. 2016). While there has been considerable research about
the characteristics of saw marks on bone (Saville et al. 2007; Randall 2009; Delabarde and Ludes
2010; Symes et al. 2010; Love et al. 2013; Robbins et al. 2014; Capuani et al. 2014; Love et al.
2015; Janik et al. 2016; Nogueira et al. 2016), database searches do not produce any research on
the characteristics of saw marks on different stages of bone, specifically frozen bone. There have
been minimal studies into fracture characteristics from blunt force trauma that have found
different patterns in fresh, dry, heated, and frozen bone due to their differing amounts of water
loss which contributes to the bone’s capacity to endure strain (Grunwald 2016). These unique
fracture characteristics between the distinct stages of bone suggest that other pressures exerted
on bone, like tool marks, will manifest differently between the stages as well. This study will
introduce the examination of tool mark characteristics on frozen bone into the existing research
of tool mark analysis with the hope of both showcasing the variation that occurs in
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dismemberment with different stages of bone and also to provide law enforcement with
additional information when working on difficult cases involving dismembered human remains.
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Literature Review
Saw mark analysis
Before Wolfgang Bonte published his research in 1975 it was believed that saws erased
any impressions they left with each new stroke of the blade (Love et al. 2013). Bonte found that
passive strokes of a saw created deep furrows from the blade being dragged across a level
surface, while the active strokes created small striations from every tooth as they dug further into
the bone. The furrows and striations created a layered pattern, in between the deep furrows there
were a similar number of finer striations. The number of striations varied with the number of
saw-teeth that were engaged in each stroke, which were approximately two-thirds of the total
teeth found on the blade. Bonte also noticed precise striations made from pulling the saw out of a
kerf that were perpendicular to the normal striations. These perpendicular scratches, or pull out
striations, correlated to the distance between the saw teeth as they impacted that kerf wall (Bonte
1975). While this research established the field of saw mark analysis, it was limited in its
knowledge of the core aspects of differences in types of saws, the physical action of cutting
materials with saws, and the significance of certain characteristics the tool marks made during a
cut (Symes et al. 2010).
Following Bonte’s work on saw mark analysis, RO Andahl created a three-step process
for the analysis of saw marks in bone. The first step was to analyze the cut marks in question and
identify the probable class of saw, then create a test cut with the probable class of saw or suspect
saw if possible, and finally compare the characteristics from the original cut mark and the test
cut. Andahl theorized that a damaged saw may leave enough evidence for a positive comparison
to be made, identifying the specific tool used (Andahl 1978). This research was a great
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companion to Bonte’s work; however, some believe it was at times over simplified leading to
misunderstandings and inaccurate results in less knowledgeable observers (Symes et al. 2010).
In 1992 Steven Symes furthered the research of saw mark analysis in his dissertation,
“Morphology of Saw Marks in Human Bone: Identification of Class Characteristics” (Symes
1992) where he expanded and clarified previous research done by Bonte and Andahl. For a
complete description on saw types and saw mark analysis refer to Steven Symes’ 1992
dissertation (Symes 1992). Table 1 consists of a list of definitions that Love et al. compiled in
their 2013 article “Independent Validation Test of Microscopic Saw Mark Analysis” (Love et al.
2013). In their table the first 11 descriptions are of different class characteristics in saw marks
and the last four definitions are related to determining the action of sawing.
TABLE 1 – List of Variables Recorded and Abbreviated Descriptions
Variable
Description
Minimum Kerf Width
Kerf Wall Shape
Trough Morphology
Tooth Width
Trough Width
Floor Dips
Kerf Floor Shape

Minimum distance across the false start
Description of the false start wall alignment when viewed in the normal plane
Shape of the floor of the kerf when viewed in the normal plane
Dimensions of the tooth grooves observed on the kerf floor
Width of the trough at the kerf floor
Distance between peaks observed on the kerf floor (false start or break-away spur)
Shape of the kerf floor when viewed perpendicular to the normal

Pullout Striations
Consistency of Cut
Tooth Hop
Harmonics
Break-away Spur
Kerf Flare
Entrance Shavings
Exit Chipping

Distance between scratches that run perpendicular to the striations on the kerf wall
Number of directional changes of the striations across the kerf wall
Distance between peaks in the striations observed in the kerf wall
Distance between peaks observed three-dimensionally in the kerf wall
Spur of bone at the endpoint of a complete saw cut
Flaring of the false start at one end
Polishing of the margins of the kerf wall
Small divots in the margins of the kerf wall

Love J, Derrick S, Wiersema J. 2013. Independent validation test of microscopic saw mark analysis. In: Justice Do, editor. NCJRS.

Saw marks leave many identifying impressions on bone, each different type having their
own signature. Saws create three different types of cuts: false starts which result from the
incomplete dissection of the bone, snapped false starts which result from utilizing a false start to
6

weaken the bone which then allows you to snap it to complete the break, and finally completely
sectioned bone (Symes 1992). The site of the incision into bone is known as a kerf. The shape of
a kerf, its walls, and its floors hold a plethora of information. The striations on the kerf wall can
show the distance between the teeth of the saw, the type of saw (manual or powered), the shape
of the blade and teeth, as well as the amount and set of the teeth (Capuani et al. 2014). The kerf
floor presents with square edges, rounded edges, or in a W shape formation depending on the
type of saw blade. The shape and size of kerf floors show the relationship of the saw teeth which
in turn can distinguish the type of saw blade used (Symes et al. 2010). Kerf floors are most
commonly best in false starts, but they can also be present on break away spurs, just with less
reliability (Symes 1992). From the size and shape of the kerf the blade width and tooth set can be
determined (Symes et al. 2010). Symes found that the minimum kerf width is no more than 1.5
times the actual width of the blade, however that has been disproven in some rare cases
(Nogueira et al. 2016).
In 2010 Steven Symes et al. published “Knife and Saw Toolmark Analysis in Bone: A
Manual Designed for the Examination of Criminal Mutilation and Dismemberment”, to be used
as a manual for the identification and analysis of saw marks on bone (Symes et al. 2010). The
creation of this manual was made possible with funding from the National Institute of Justice and
the National Forensic Academy. Instead of publishing this material as a work of the Department
of Justice, they decided to publish it through NCJRS, the National Criminal Justice Reference
Service (Symes et al. 2010). This reference collection was created in 1972 and is a federally
funded resource that offers a variety of information on various categories in justice, substance
abuse and victim assistance to the public. According to the NCJRS website “NCJRS services and
resources are available to anyone interested in crime, victim assistance, and public safety
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including policymakers, practitioners, researchers, educators, community leaders, and the general
public” (NCJRS).
Symes et al.’s manual for saw mark analysis (Symes et al. 2010) compiles information
from multiple sources, many of which are Symes’ previous works, to create a brief explanation
of the variables and interpretations in saw mark analysis. They explain how determining the class
of tool used in dismemberment can be very helpful for law enforcement during their
investigation and evidence recovery. Table 2 describes the different types of impressions that can
help with saw class determination, categorized by their location on the bone, which are created
during the sawing action.
Table 2- Saw characteristics found in cut bone that assist in the diagnosis of saw class

Kerf Floor (False Starts & Breakaway Spurs)
Size

Size

Blade Drift
- Bone Islands
Parallel Striae
Complicated Floor Striae
Drift is Subtle in Shallow Kerf
Striae Contour
- Straight
- Curved
- Rigid (Round)
Fixed Radius
- Flexible
Wrap Around
Energy Transfer
Consistency of Cut
Material Waste
Polish
Blade Progress
- False Start to Breakaway Notch/Spur
Blade Cutting Stroke
- Kerf Flair (Handle)
- Exit Chipping

Shape

Set
- Alternating
-

Raker
Wavy

Shape

Power

Direction

Kerf Wall (Cross Sections)

Minimum Kerf Width
Tooth Trough Width
Floor Dip
- Tooth Imprints
Blade Drift
- Bone Islands

Tooth Hop
Pull Out Striae (Tooth Scratch)
Harmonics

Set
- Alternating
- Raker
- Wavy

Power

Direction

Harmonics
Little Cut Surface Drift
Complicated
Striae Contour
- Straight
- Curved
Tooth Orientation
- Push (Western)
- Pull (Japanese)
Tooth Angle
- Rip
- Crosscut (Filed)
Exit Chipping
Energy Transfer
Consistency of Cut
Material Waste
Polish
Cut Surface Depth
Blade Progress
Blade Cutting Stroke
Entrance Shaving
- Exit Chipping
- Kerf Flair (Handle)

Symes S, Chapman E, Rainwater C, Cabo L, Myster S. 2010. Knife and Saw Toolmark Analysis in Bone: A Manual Designed for the
Examination of Criminal Mutilation and Dismemberment. In: Justice Do, editor. NCJRS.
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Any sharp instrument can be used to dismember a body, but different categories of tools
leave different impression. Knives leave kerfs with distinctive “V” shaped floors from their
beveled edges. Knives can be classified as a saw if used with a sawing motion but will still
present with a “V” shaped impression when viewed in cross-section. Saws are designed to cut
broader material and thus have a less precise edge. In cross-section saws leave less pointed
impressions with kerf floors normally presenting with a square edge, rounded edge, or “W”
shaped depression (Symes et al. 2010).
Symes et al.’s manual (Symes et al. 2010) describes the main characteristics that
differentiate saws: the angle of their teeth, number of teeth per inch, set of their teeth, width of
their blade, and their source of power. Rip and crosscut are the two main types of handsaws and
differ on the angle in which they’re cut into the blade. Rip saws are made with chisel like teeth,
cut at 90 degree angles, to rip through wood. Crosscut saws are made to cut across the grain of
the wood and are made with successive teeth filed at opposing 70 degree angles. The set of a saw
is the lateral bending of its teeth designed to counteract the directional changes in the kerf during
cutting and to prevent binding of the blade. Handsaws most commonly come in one of three
types of sets which differ in the pattern of the lateral bending of the teeth: alternating, raker, and
wavy sets. Alternating sets simply switch the side of lateral bending with each tooth, resulting in
a pattern of left, right, left, right, etc. Raker sets are designed to clean out the kerf during the cut
and add an extra, usually shorter, centrally placed tooth to the alternating design. This extra raker
tooth does not appear symmetrically in between the alternating teeth but rather they appear
periodically, normally after every third to fifth tooth. Wavy sets are distinct from both alternating
and raker sets because rather than having lateral bending of individual teeth, wavy sets have
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lateral bending of groups of teeth which result in a curved, wavy appearance when looking down
on the teeth (Symes et al. 2010).
Love et al. (2013) published their own manual with the NCJRS and later condensed it to
a more concise account of their study for an academic journal (Love et al. 2015). This manual
was created to validate Symes et al. (2010) by identifying the different types of errors and the
total error rate in designating a class of saw based on the microscopic marks they leave on bone.
The authors explain that even though saw mark analysis has been used as evidence in criminal
cases for years, the research does not actually meet the requirements of Rule 702 of the Federal
Rules of Evidence or the requirements for a Daubert trial due to the field’s lack of standard error
rates (Love et al. 2013).
To find a standard error rate three doctorally trained anthropologists examined saw marks
from four morphologically different types of saws (crosscut saw, wavy set hacksaw, raker set
hacksaw, and raker set reciprocating saw). They used four human femora and assigned each one
a different type of saw, using only a single saw per bone. Each femur consisted of 15 false starts
and 15 complete cuts, except for the femur assigned to the reciprocating saw which only received
13 false starts and 13 complete cuts due to a lack of space from the extra material waste
associated with power saws. The three analysts tried to identify the 15 characteristics listed in
Table 1 to classify the class of saw. Not all characteristics were common enough to be used in
their later analysis and creation of an error rate. The most valuable variable in class identification
was the minimum kerf width and was recorded with high consistency between analysts. Other
highly replicable and identifiable characteristics were W shaped kerf floors, and average tooth
hop. To aid with classification the authors created a decision tree to help analysts properly weigh
the importance of each criterion examined. With the use of their decision tree the analysts had an
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accuracy rate of 83% when using wall shape, minimum kerf width, and average tooth hop, and
an accuracy of 91% when including floor shape in their determination of saw class (Love et al.
2013).
Most researchers believe that individual saws would only be distinguishable enough to
positively identify if the saw in question had a significant defect on the blade. However, Saville
et al. (2007) were able to accurately identify nine identical saws using environmental scanning
electron microscopy (ESEM). For their study, they first compared the hardness of the surface and
cortex of animal bones to determine the most suitable proxy for human bone. They found that
pig femora gave a reasonable match to human bone and showed similar characteristics when cut
with a saw. This is different from what Nogueira et al. found in their 2016 study. Nogueira et al.
(2016) claimed that there were some differences in the cuts created by saws and that pigs may
not be a suitable replacement for human studies. Assuming the unique variabilities seen by
Saville et al. on pig femora are comparable to what would be seen in humans, Nogueira et al.
reported their research would be able to match saw marks to the blade much in the same way that
ballistics matches the unique striations on bullets to the guns that fired them. Most saw mark
analyses look at the deep furrows created by the passive stoke of the blade and the finer striations
created by the power stroke; the ESEM allows you to look between the finer striations to see the
tiny imperfections that are unique to each tooth and created during the production of the blade
(Saville et al. 2007).

Hacking Trauma
The analysis of saw marks has been favored in tool mark researched due to the larger
amount of variability intrinsic found in saws compared to other tools (Crowder et al. 2011).
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Hacking trauma tends to present with a mixture of sharp and blunt force trauma characteristics.
The sharp edge of the blade slices into bone creating sharp force trauma impressions, but the
shear amount of force behind these weapons creates fracturing representative of blunt force
trauma (Lewis 2008). Regardless of the fracturing that occurs these weapons still leave
identifiable marks on the bones.
Axes, hatchets, swords, and machetes all fall into the category of tools that produce
hacking trauma. These tools tend to be heavy and have long handles which transmit energy from
the swinging motion into the target (Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009). Differences in weight of the
blade and length of the handle will alter the characteristics of the impressions due to the amount
of force they can transfer. The triangular shape of the blade and the force behind this type of
weapon tends to laterally force the bone temporarily in order to accommodate the blade and then
retracts once it is removed. This causes the minimum kerf width to actually be smaller than the
width of the blade (Mccardle and Lyons 2015). Axe wounds can sometimes present in a wedge
like depression and tend to exhibit a large degree of fracturing. Lynn and Fairgrieve (2009)
found that the most prominent type of fracture created on long bones by axes were curve
transverse fractures, the second most common being a spiral fracture. This suggests that the
impact from an axe causes a twisting force on the bone (Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009). Three main
characteristics of hacking trauma are presence of a blade impact mark, flaking of the exterior
layer of bone near the impact site, and generally large bone fragments broken away from the
opposite side of the bone as the exerted pressure (Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001).
Microscopic analysis of hacking trauma utilizes the presence and characteristics of
striations left on the bone from the blade of the tool. Tucker et al. analyzed the striations left by
cleavers, machetes, and axes in their 2001 article “Microscopic Characteristics of Hacking
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Trauma” (Tucker et al. 2001). This study showed that cleavers and machetes produce fine
striations on a kerf wall, perpendicular to the kerf floor. While these striations are not identical
between weapons because machetes tend to leave coarser striations that are slightly wider apart
than a cleaver does, they both reliably occur. Tucker et al. also analyzed axe induced trauma in
their study but did not obtain the same results as the other weapons. Even though when
examining the axe blade itself fine parallel striations were present, the striations never appeared
on the cut face of the bone. They decided that the lack of striations was due to the destructive
nature of the axe itself and the high degree of damage it caused to the bones. They concluded by
saying that if an axe stuck a surface that could withstand the force of the weapon without
breaking then striations would probably be present on the cut face. However, since this was not
seen in their study they resolve that it is the absence of a cut surface along with extensive
damage that classifies it as axe trauma (Tucker et al. 2001).

Fracture Timing
In the past couple decades, there has been significant research done on tool mark analysis
in bone (Symes 1992; Saville et al. 2007; Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009; Randall 2009; Delabarde
and Ludes 2010; Symes et al. 2010; Love et al. 2013; Capuani et al. 2014; Robbins et al. 2014;
Love et al. 2015; Janik et al. 2016; Nogueira et al. 2016), however there has not been significant
research on the characteristics of these tool marks in various conditions of bone. Changes in
fracture patterns based on different conditions of bone have been widely studied (Villa and
Mahieu 1991; Wieberg and Wescott 2008; Wheatley 2008; Karr and Outram 2012; Grunwald
2016) as well as research into the histological changes that happen in frozen bones (Stokes et al.
2009; Lander et al. 2014; Torimitsu et al. 2014; Hale and Ross 2017). While the research so far
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has not yet tackled the issue, these existing pathways of research will help lay the foundation for
studying tool mark analysis on varying bone condition.
The study of trauma in forensic anthropology is broken up into three categories:
antemortem, perimortem, and postmortem. Antemortem trauma is characterized by the presence
of healing, while perimortem and postmortem are based on the physical properties of the bone
when broken. Perimortem trauma is seen when bone still has characteristics of living tissue,
while postmortem trauma starts to be seen when the bone has begun to dry out after death. It is
the gradual loss of moisture that negatively impacts the bone’s ability to absorb and withstand
stress resulting in a change in fracture pattern (Grunwald 2016). Living bone has substantial
tensile strength and is highly malleable, these characteristics survive well past the time of death,
extending the perimortem interval (Wieberg and Wescott 2008). Yet once the bone has
significantly begun to dry out the fracture patterns turn from common curved perimortem types
like concentric, circular, and spiral fractures to straighter postmortem types like perpendicular,
parallel, and diagonal fractures (Wieberg and Wescott 2008). Karr and Outram (2015) describe
fracture types as helical for fresh curved fractures and diagonal, transverse, columnar, and jagged
for common dry fracture types. Columnar fractures are a series of longitudinal fractures and will
be lumped into the larger group of longitudinal fractures for the purposes of this study. Figure 1
illustrates the different types of fracture outlines while Figure 2 shows the different angles that
can be created when a bone is fractures.
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Figure 1 – Types of Fractures Outlines

Figure 2 – Types of Fracture Angles

Karr LP, Outram AK. 2015. Bone degradation and environment: understanding, assessing, and conducting archaeological
experiments using modern animal bones. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology. 25:201-212.

There have been many descriptions of the changes that skeletal tissue goes through
during decomposition, but very little research has given time lines for these changes. Wieberg
and Wescott attempted to fill this gap with their 2008 article “Estimating the Timing of Long
Bone Fractures: Correlation Between the Postmortem Interval, Bone Moisture Content, and
Blunt Force Trauma Fracture Characteristics” (Wieberg and Wescott 2008). During their study,
they found that the amount of moisture in bones drastically decreases over the first two months
after which the bone continues to dry, but at a much slower pace. Sixty porcine long bones were
used in this study and were fractured in groups of ten at different stages in their postmortem
interval. The first set of bones was fractured at day zero while the other samples were placed in
an enclosed exterior pen during the summer in the state of Missouri. Subsequent sets were
fractured at day 28, 57, 85, 115, and 141 days. After 28 days the fracture characteristics were
indistinguishable from the sample broken at day zero. Fractures made between 57-113 days
displayed both perimortem and postmortem characteristics. Only after 141 days did bones
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consistently display postmortem fracture characteristics (Wieberg and Wescott 2008). This type
of study is highly dependent on the environment, so while these results will not be consistent in
other climates they are a good example of the possible outcomes that could come from more
extensive studies.

Frozen Bone
One branch of decomposition research that has not been widely studied is the effects that
frozen muscular and skeletal tissue have on the decomposition process (Stokes et al. 2009).
Freezing of a body can drastically slow or even stop decomposition which can happen as a
natural process in cold environments or as a purposeful act in criminal and research settings
(Hale and Ross 2017). There is conflicting research on whether the natural bacteria that normally
plays a significant role in the decomposition process is damaged or eliminated during the
freezing process (Stokes et al. 2009). It has been found that several previously frozen cadavers
have exhibited aerobic decay (decomposition working from the outside in) rather than anaerobic
decay or putrefaction (decomposition working from the inside out) as seen in fresh cadavers
(Hale and Ross 2017). Some researchers believe this is due to the destruction of naturally
occurring bacteria during freezing while others think it is merely due to the internal tissues
taking longer to thaw (Stokes et al. 2009; Hale and Ross 2017).
Histological examinations into frozen bone have found that there are no significant
changes that happen during the freezing process that remain after the bone is thawed (Andrade et
al. 2008; Stokes et al. 2009; Lander et al. 2014; Hale and Ross 2017). However, considerable
changes are seen though while the bone is frozen. Compact bone houses long tubular Haversian
structures, known as osteons. These structures have central canals that run longitudinally through
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the bone with concentric layers of compact bone surrounding each canal (Lander et al. 2014).
The formation of ice crystals during the freezing process result in a substantial amount of
moisture loss which tends to expand the tissue and can cause structural damage (Hale and Ross
2017). Freezing has been found to enlarge cells and nuclei, destroy osteocytes, cause
disorganization of collagen (Andrade et al. 2008), and even cause cracking around the Haversian
canals (Tersigni 2007). It has been found that even though the process of freezing increases the
mineral density of bone, that long-term exposure can cause it to weaken due to the expansion of
ice crystals (Hale and Ross 2017).
While there has been research into the microscopic changes that occur to bone when
frozen, there has been little done about how those changes affect the characteristics of fractures
in bone. Karr and Outram begin this discussion in their 2012 article “Tracking changes in bone
fracture morphology over time: environment, taphonomy, and the archeological record” (Karr
and Outram 2012). Their study does not focus only on frozen characteristics, rather they compare
and contrast the effects of freezing and hot dry climates have on bone. They found that fracturing
the frozen bones was much easier than fracturing the bones exposed to the hot dry climate.
Fewer blows were required to fracture the frozen bones and created larger fragments. Bones that
were only frozen for one week featured textbook perimortem fracture characteristics, some of
which were even more pronounced than those seen on fresh bones. After the initial week of
being frozen the bones started to exhibit a slow progression of degradation altering the fracture
patterns (Karr and Outram 2012).
In 2016 Allison Grunwald expanded this line of research with her article “Analysis of
fracture patterns from experimentally marrow-cracked frozen and thawed cattle bones”
(Grunwald 2016). She examined a collective total of 27 bovine femora and humeri for her
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experiment. The variables in her research were the amount of time frozen, temperature at which
they were frozen, environmental conditions while thawing, and whether the bones were broken
while frozen or after they had been thawed. The duration of time being frozen did not seem to
influence the amount a bone was fragmented, but there were clear patterns of frozen bone
creating shorter wider fragments than compared to the thawed bone. Distinct patterns of
breakage were found on the frozen and thawed bones. Frozen bones almost always broke
laterally, likely due to the microscopic fracturing that has been found in the Haversian canals. In
thawed bones the fractures tended to be much more longitudinal, due to its higher resistance to
fracture fronts. The fracture outlines of frozen bone did not completely depart from fresh fracture
characteristics such as the smooth outlines and angles of fragments, but the fracture surface
however was much smoother in frozen bones (Grunwald 2016).

Dismemberment well within postmortem interval
With the exception of a single case report (Delabarde and Ludes 2010), I could find no
research about saw mark analysis on any condition of bone other than fresh. This report was
about a case of dismemberment in the Amazonian Jungle where three different sets of
dismembered human remains were found, comprising two individuals. One of the many
difficulties the investigators had when analyzing the remains were the uncharacteristic marks left
on the bones during dismemberment. To validate their theory for the irregularities in the tool
marks present they performed an experiment in which they analyzed the difference in chainsaw
marks on a freshly killed pig and one that had been buried to five months (comparable to the
presumed burial of the individuals). They found that the tool marks left when dismembering a
body that had already been dead for five months were similar to those seen on the murdered
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individuals (Delabarde and Ludes 2010), thus correlating with the victims’ timeline. This case
shows that more research needs to be done in the field of tool mark analysis to accommodate
various stages of bone and to identify the patterns created during those different stages.

Falling short of the Daubert standards
Even though tool mark examination has been used as evidence in criminal cases for many
years, the field does not actually meet the standards of evidence set forth by Rule 702 of the
Federal Rules of Evidence or the requirements for a Daubert trial due to the field’s lack of
standard error rates and set procedures (Love et al. 2013). The federal rules of evidence require,
among other things, that for an individual to testify as an expert witness that the techniques that
were used in the research are those of “reliable principles and methods” (Love et al. 2013). The
field of tool mark analysis does not meet this requirement because there are no set standards and
methods of analysis (Crowder et al. 2011; Love et al. 2013). The Daubert standard is also not
achieved because of this lack of standard procedure as well as not having a set or potential error
rate defined. Love et al. (2013) as well as Crowder et al. (2011) both tried to resolve this issue,
but expansion of their research is required before it can be relevant to the entire field of tool
mark analysis.
Paul Giannelli summarizes some of the outcomes of the Daubert standard in his 2003
article “The Supreme Court's "Criminal" Daubert Cases” (Giannelli 2003), and how it has
affected the way in which we view science in court settings. The Daubert standard has been more
influential in civil cases than in criminal ones, but it has forced all testimony to be judged on the
methods of the science rather than just by a general acceptance of thought. Giannelli describes
significant changes that came from the Daubert standard, all of which rule out tool mark analysis
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as admissible. These changes include the reevaluation of techniques that were once considered to
be ‘generally accepted’ which provoked the need for validation research, set standards and
procedures, and justification behind any claims made in court. It also ended the ambiguity of
what can be permitted as generally accepted knowledge, which in the past allowed judges to pick
and choose what schools of thought needed to have reliable scientific evidence backing their
claims. It prohibited scientific claims to be accepted based solely on the reputation of the
scientist and insisted it be based on the merit of the science itself to be considered. And lastly
that the creation of the 2000 amendment, known as Daubert Plus, required not only the
acceptance of a technique within its field, but that the procedures that implement the technique
must also be accepted and followed by the testing laboratory (Giannelli 2003).
The case of Ramirez vs State of Florida revealed the fundamental short comings of tool
mark analysis. During the 2001 appeal of the Ramirez case the supreme court judge ruled that
the tool mark evidence was too subjective and was deemed inadmissible (Barnes 2003). In
particular, the court had issues with the matching of striations left from knives because the
technique had no set objective criteria for the examination, was not replicable, and it dismissed
any other possibilities once a knife was positively identified as a match. Due to the field’s lack of
peer review, validation studies, accepted error rate, and conclusive recognition by the scientific
community that the tool mark comparison would not be accepted as evidence (Barnes 2003).
This ruling publicized the inadequacies of the field and outlined the types of improvements that
are needed.
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Hypothesis and Expectations
This project will investigate the variation in tool mark impressions left on fresh and
frozen bone as well as the effect that the duration of freezing has on these impressions. I
hypothesize that a distinction can be made between bones that were cut while fresh and those
that were cut while frozen, based on the characteristics of the impressions left by the tools. Due
to the structural histological changes associated with freezing bone, especially the formation and
expansion of ice crystals, I expect to see tool mark impressions that differ from those left on
fresh bone. The brittleness of the frozen bone will create more chipping and scratching which
will damage some of the impressions left in the kerf floors like tooth hop, floor dips, kerf floor
shape, and trough morphology. However, this will exaggerate some characteristics like pullout
striations, entrance shaving, exit chipping, breakaway spurs, and consistency of cut. Any
differences found in the creation of tool mark impressions on frozen and fresh bone will help aid
criminal investigations of dismemberment by increasing the detective's understanding of the
circumstances of the crime and help narrow down suspects by their access to the necessary
equipment.
Based on Karr and Outram (2012) I expect to see that saw marks made on bone that has
been frozen for a week will exhibit similar, if not more defined, characteristics than those cut at
day zero. The hacking trauma from the axe and hatchet will also present with stereotypical
fracture patterns of fresh bone (Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001; Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009).
However, after this initial period of being frozen for one week the bones will slowly start to lose
their ability to withstand stress and retain imprints from the saw blades as well as retain their
fresh bone qualities. This can be seen in experiments like that done by Delabarde and Ludes
(2010) which showed that the characteristics of tool marks are not as apparent on bones that are
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cut months after death as they are on fresh bone. Lander and Hoise (2014) explained how the
length of time frozen matters more than the temperature at which it was frozen in respects to
cellular damage. However, Grunwald (2016) found that the duration of freezing did not seem to
have much of an effect on the different fracture patterns. With this in mind, I hypothesize that
while cellular degradation may still be slowly progressing over time in frozen bones, the effects
it has on the structural properties of the bone will not be noticeable. This will result in the bones
that are cut after being frozen for four weeks presenting with similar characteristics as those cut
after being frozen for eight weeks, but both will be significantly less identifiable than those cuts
made to fresh bone and bone that has been frozen for one week. The bones frozen for longer
periods of time (four weeks and eight weeks) will present with more characteristics of dry bone
than of fresh bone. This degradation of bone will cause the fracture patterns from the hacking
trauma to present with more dry bone characteristics.
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Materials and Methods
Samples
Sixteen fully fleshed porcine femora were obtained from a local butcher for use in this
experiment. All femora were collected from the same set of butchered animals who were raised
and slaughtered to be sold at market and were cut according to my specifications to insure the
entire femur be present in each sample. The butchery specifications included: that the thighs
must come from pigs of similar size and age as well as being cut to keep the entire femur intact
which resulted in cutting through the pelvic girdle and just below the knee. The specimens were
refrigerated immediately after slaughter and butchery, which occurred on the same day, and
remained as such until I collected them the following day. Upon acquisition each specimen was
weighed and had the weights recorded both in a spreadsheet as well as on the skin with a
permanent marker. The porcine thighs ranged from 15.3-19.2 pounds each, averaging 17.8
pounds (Table 3). After processing, the circumference of each femur and the thickness of the
cortical bone was taken using a cloth measuring tape and sliding caliper, respectively. The
circumferences ranged from 76mm-89mm and averaged 83mm. The thickness of the cortical
bone ranged from 3mm-5mm and averaged 3.9mm (Table 3). The exact location of measurement
taken for the circumference and cortical bone thickness was not uniform across all specimens
since each bone was cut differently, but measurements were taken as close to mid shaft as
possible after the bones were defleshed and cleaned. Table 3 lists the weight, circumference, and
cortical bone thickness of each specimen as well as the stage and tool it was used for.
Four specimens were set aside and refrigerated at 3 degrees Celsius for use in stage 1 of
the experiment. Three of the remaining twelve specimens were marked with HS, for hacksaw,
and frozen immediately. The next day three more specimens were frozen after being marked RS,
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for reciprocating saw. The third day three more specimens were frozen after being marked A, for
axe. Lastly, on the fourth day the remaining three specimens were frozen after being marked HT,
for hatchet. All specimens were kept refrigerated at 3 degrees Celsius until being moved to the
freezer. This staggered freezing allowed for the experiment to be carried out with only one
specimen being cut each day, while keeping the amount of time spent frozen the same for each
tool type in each stage of the experiment. This schedule was created to help mitigate my physical
fatigue and achieve more consistency in the force exerted in each cut. To freeze the specimens a
7.0 cubic foot GE brand chest freezer with adjustable temperature was used. The temperature
was monitored twice a week and adjusted as needed to remain at -20 degrees Celsius.
Table 3– Weight, circumference, and cortical bone thickness of specimens
Stage and Tool Type

Specimen Weight

Circumference

(Fully fleshed, before
freezing)

(After processing Defleshed)

Cortical Bone
Thickness
(After processing Defleshed)

Stage 1: Fresh
Hacksaw 19.2 pounds
86 mm
Reciprocating Saw 18.0 pounds
89 mm
Axe 18.8 pounds
80 mm
Hatchet 17.9 pounds
82 mm
Stage 2: Frozen 1 week
Hacksaw 16.8 pounds
85 mm
Reciprocating Saw 15.3 pounds
79 mm
Axe 18.2 pounds
85 mm
Hatchet 15.6 pounds
80 mm
Stage 3: Frozen 4 weeks
Hacksaw 18.0 pounds
82 mm
Reciprocating Saw 17.7 pounds
76 mm
Axe 19.2 pounds
83 mm*
Hatchet 16.9 pounds
88 mm*
Stage 4: Frozen 8 weeks
Hacksaw 17.8 pounds
85 mm
Reciprocating Saw 18.0 pounds
84 mm
Axe 19.2 pounds
86 mm*
Hatchet 18.2 pounds
85 mm*
* Approximated circumference only, due to damage midshaft

3 mm
3 mm
3 mm
4 mm
4 mm
5 mm
4 mm
5 mm
5 mm
3 mm
3 mm
4 mm
4 mm
3 mm
3 mm
4 mm
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Tools
The tools used in this experiment were bought from a popular hardware store and chosen
for their reasonable cost and reputation. The tools purchased were: a 12” DeWALT high tension
hacksaw with a 24TPI wavy set rip blade, a M12 Milwaukee Hackzall 12 volt cordless
reciprocating saw with a 9” 6TPI alternating set crosscut blade, a 3.5lb Husky single bit axe, and
a Fiskars X7 hatchet. This order of tools represents the order in which they were used in each
stage of the experiment. All tools were new at the start of the experiment and were cleaned with
soap and water after each use. However, they were not replaced or sharpened between the
different stages. While this may have resulted in some dullness of the tools in the later stages of
the experiment, it is theoretically comparable to the same tool being used to dismember a body.
The later stages of the experiment and slight dulling of the tools would simply represent the
natural variation in sharpness that would be present in the last of the cuts made during
dismemberment. To assist in the dissection of the femora a two foot by two foot cutting platform
was created using 2x4s to hold and secure the femora with rope during the cutting process
(Figure 3).

Figure 3 – Wooden cutting platform
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Stages of Experiment:
Stage 1: Fresh bone
This first stage was started the day the specimens were acquired. The order of tools used
for this experiment are as listed above: hacksaw, reciprocating saw, axe, and hatchet, each on
separate days and remaining refrigerated until cut. Since the porcine femora used in this stage
were fresh, the majority of flesh was cut away with a fillet knife prior to cutting the bone in order
to provide a better view, allowing for more accuracy in placement of the cuts. Three complete
cuts and four false starts were created with each saw. Since the axe and hatchet by design are less
accurate and more damaging, only up to two complete cuts and three false starts were attempted,
depending on how damaged the bone became.
Stage 2: Frozen 1 week
The second stage of the experiment was done after the fully fleshed porcine femora had
been in the freezer for seven days. These four specimens were cut while still fully fleshed and
were tied to the cutting platform with rope for stability. Due to the large amount of frozen flesh
adhered to the bones, extra thawing time was required after cutting the bone and prior to
processing it in order to be able to remove enough flesh to be processed in a crockpot. The
specimens were checked after 24 hours of thawing and then again every 6-8 hours until the flesh
was thawed enough to cut through with a filet knife without too much difficulty.
Stage 3: Frozen 4 weeks
The third stage of the experiment was done after the fully fleshed porcine femora had
been in the freezer for 28 days (4 weeks) each. These specimens had approximately half of the
frozen tissue chopped off with a hatchet prior to making the experimental cuts. This removal of
tissue allowed for less fatigue during the dissections as well as providing a clearer view of the
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bone’s position to allow for better accuracy in the placement of the cuts. At least three inches of
frozen tissue remained on the bones while cutting so as to not alter how the tools entered the
bone beyond the placement of cuts.
Stage 4: Frozen 8 weeks
The fourth, and final, stage of the experiment was done after the fully fleshed porcine
femora had been in the freezer for 56 days (8 weeks) each. The experimental process of this
stage was done mirroring that of Stage 3, and approximately half of the frozen tissue was
chopped off with a hatchet prior to making the experimental cuts.

Bone Processing:
Once the experimental cuts were made, the bones and adhering tissue were placed in
plastic bags which were labeled with the stage number and type of tool used. To process the
bones a 7-quart manual Crock-Pot slow cooker was used on the low setting for 18-24 hours, or
until the meat begun to easily sluff off the bone. Any remaining tissue was then scraped off with
a bamboo skewer or brushed off with a soft toothbrush. Once all the adhering flesh was removed
the bones were soaked in a mild Dawn soap solution for 24 hours at room temperature to remove
any residual greasy residue. After rinsing off the Dawn soap solution, the bones were placed on a
metal drying rack and left to dry for 12 hours at room temperature. The dry bones were then
placed in a paper bag, labeled with the stage number and tool type used, and stored in the
refrigerator. Since the pigs used in this study had not yet fully matured into adulthood when
slaughtered, which is typical for livestock, none of the epiphyses were fused. Any epiphyses that
did not have cut marks on them were discarded, this included all proximal epiphyses as well as
all but four distal epiphyses.
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The femora cut in Stage 1 were immediately processed post dissection since no thawing
was required. The femora from Stages 2, 3, and 4 however, were thawed for approximately 2448 hours in the refrigerator or until the flesh was soft enough to be cut away to allow the
disarticulation of the os coxa from the femur so the bones would fit into the crock pot for
processing. After the bones were placed in the crockpot the rest of the processing was done the
same.
The femora from Stage 1 and Stage 2 were cooked with only water and later developed a
pungent odor of decay from what must have been unseen tissue residing on the bones. To clean
them, a paste of baking soda and hydrogen peroxide was brushed on the bones and left for 15
minutes before being rinsed off, which eliminated the smell. After having this issue, the
specimens in Stage 3 and Stage 4 were cooked in a mild Dawn soap solution and no other odor
issues arose.
After all four stages were complete and the bones were finished being processed, all
sections and fragments of the bones were labeled with a permanent marker to allow side by side
comparisons without risking accidental commingling of fragments. Letters were assigned for
each bone following the order in which they were processed (hacksaw, reciprocating saw, axe,
hatchet). Stage 1 specimens were labeled A-D, Stage 2 specimens were labeled E-H, Stage 3
specimens were labeled I-L, and stage 4 specimens were labeled M-P, respectively.

Analysis:
The analysis of the specimens was conducted in two phases, each looking for the type
and clarity of tool marks present and the types and amount of fracturing present. First, each
specimen was measured for circumference and cortical bone thickness, then examined
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individually for tool marks. Next, the specimens were divided by tool type to identify how the
tool mark characteristics varied over time spent frozen. Pictures were taken of each specimen to
show general trends in the fracture patterns and tool mark characteristics.

Saw Mark Analysis
The characteristics analyzed in the saw marks are described below. All definitions can
also be found in Symes (1992), Symes et al. (2010) and Love et al. (2013). This study followed
the descriptions used by Love et al (2013), their definitions of traits are listed below.
Break-Away Spur
The break-away spur is a projection of uncut bone at the terminal end of the cut. Features
observed in a false start kerf floor are often observed in the break-away spur as well.
The break-away spur is coded as Present or Absent.
False Start Kerf
False start kerfs are cuts that do not completely section the bone and are composed of two initial
corners, two walls, two floor corners, and a floor. Every specimen has a false start by research
design; this feature is not recorded.
Minimum Kerf Width (Figure 4)
Minimum kerf width is the minimum width from kerf wall to kerf wall. The minimum kerf width
is directly related to the width of the tooth set of the blade. The minimum kerf width of each
false start kerf is measured in mm. Only one measurement is taken per kerf.
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Figure 4 - Minimum Kerf Width

Kerf Wall Shape (Figures 5-7)
Kerf shape is a description of the outline of the false start when viewed in the normal plane. The
kerf shape is wavy, straight, or narrowing. A wavy kerf has an hour glass shape and may have
islands in the tooth trough (see tooth trough below). A narrowing kerf has straight walls that
narrow and expand from a defined point. The kerf shape is recorded as Wavy (Figure 5), Straight
(Figure 6), or Narrowing (Figure 7).

Figure 5 - Wavy Kerf

Figure 6 - Straight Kerf

Figure 7 - Narrowed Kerf

Kerf Flare
Kerf flare is observed on the kerf floor at the very end of the false start. The feature is expressed
as tooth marks that flare out from the saw mark. The feature creates a broad V that points
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towards the kerf. Kerf flare results from side to side movement of the saw as it enters the bone.
Kerf flare is recorded as Marked when it is present on the marked surface of the bone, Unmarked
when it is present on the unmarked surface of the bone, and Absent when it is absent.
Trough Morphology
Tooth floor patterns present as islands of bone or parallel grooves in the kerf floor. The
morphology of the kerf floor is recorded as Island, Undulating, or Flat.
Floor Dips
Floor dips are undulations observed in the tooth grooves when the kerf is viewed in the normal
plane. The features are created when the saw is interrupted in the cutting stroke. Floor dips can
be measured in false starts and break-away spurs and represent the distance between teeth.
Measure a floor dip from peak to peak. Each complete tooth imprint (definable start and finish)
is measured.
Kerf Floor Shape (Figures 8-10)
The kerf floor shape is observed by looking at the false start kerf floor from the side of the test
mark (perpendicular to the normal plane). The kerf floor shape is recorded as W-shaped (Figure
8), flat (Figure 9), or rounded (Figure 10). A W-shaped kerf floor has a residual island of bone at
or near the middle of the kerf floor. A flat kerf floor has 90° angles at one or both floor corners.
A rounded kerf floor has rounded floor corners at both corners. If kerf flare is absent, then the
feature is observed on marked side. If kerf flare is present, then the opposite side of the test mark
is observed.
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Figure 8 - Flat Kerf Floor

Figure 9 - Round Kerf Floor

Figure 10 - W shaped Kerf

Floor

Saw Mark Exit Chipping (Figure 11)
Exit chippings are present along the outer edge of the saw mark and are observed as small chips
displaced from the surface of the bone. To recognize exit chippings, the outer edge of the saw
mark is viewed along the perimeter (perpendicular to the cut surface). The edges of opposing cut
surfaces of the complete saw cut are examined together for this variable.

Figure 11 - Exit Chipping

Saw Mark Entrance Shavings
Entrance shavings are present along the outer edge of the saw mark and are observed as a
polished or scalloped surface. To recognize the entrance shavings, the outer edge of the saw
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mark is viewed along the perimeter (perpendicular to the cut surface). The edges of opposing cut
surfaces of the complete saw cut are examined together for this variable.
Pullout Striations (Figure 12)
Pullout striations are striations that run perpendicular to the patterned striations on the cut surface
of the bone. These are created when the saw is withdrawn from the kerf in mid-stroke.
The number of pullout striations is recorded and the distances between each striation is measured
and recorded.

Figure 12 - Pullout Striations

Consistency of Cut (Figure 13)
Consistency of the cut is an indication of the saw powered source, manually or mechanically.
Mechanically powered saws are expected to produce a saw cut with uniformed expression of
striations. A manually powered saw generates a saw mark with erratic striations.
The number of directional changes observed along the cut surface is counted and recorded.
When no directional changes are observed (i.e. all striations observed in the cut surface are
parallel) the number of directional changes is recorded as 0.
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Figure 13 - Consistency of Cut

Tooth Hop (Figure 14)
Tooth hop are peaks and valleys observed in a striation. Tooth hop is created when each
successive tooth strikes the bone as it enters the kerf and causes movement of the whole blade.
The distance from peak to peak or dip to dip of each wave is correlated to the distance between
the teeth of the saw. Tooth hop is measured in millimeters.

Figure 14 - Tooth Hop

Hacking Trauma Analysis
Freshness Fracture Index (FFI) scores were taken for each specimen that was cut with the
hatchet and axe, as described by Alan K Outram (1998) in his dissertation and used by Outram
(2001) and Karr and Outram (2012). These FFI scores are a combination of three different scores
that together total from 0-6, 0 to signify fresh bone and 6 to signify dry done. Scores of 0-2 are
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given for each characteristic. These scores are based on the fracture outline, fracture angle, and
fracture surface. Helical (curved) fracture outlines are given a score of 0 while fracture outlines
that lack any helical characteristics receive a score of 2, and fractures that exhibit both helical
and non-helical outlines receive a score of 1. Fractures with acute or obtuse angles receive a
score of 0 while fractures with right angles receive a score of 2, and fractures that present with
acute/obtuse and right angles receive a score of 1. Fractures with smooth surfaces receive a score
of 0 whereas rough surfaces receive a score of 2, and fractures that exhibit both rough and
smooth surfaces receive a score of 1. Once all fragments from a specimen have been scored
accordingly the averages are taken and added together to create the FFI score (Outram 1998).
The characteristics of the fracture outlines, surfaces, and angles were also recorded individually.
Fracture characteristics other than those used for the FFI score were also recorded.
General fragment size (small, medium, large), shape (rectangular, triangular, or splintered), and
fracture type (see Figure 1) were assessed. The presence of hinge fractures, fracturing between
layers of compact bone, and flaking fractures (fracturing that causes small flakes of cortical bone
to break off) were marked as either present or absent. The presence of radiating fractures, their
general size (short, medium, long), and shape (curved or straight) were recorded as well.
Whether or not there was an obvious cut face, or tool impact site, was recorded as present or
absent. And lastly, the measurement of the minimum kerf width was attempted on whatever false
starts were present.
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Results
Hacksaw
The minimum kerf width of 1mm and flat kerf floor shape remained the same over all
four stages. The kerf wall shape presented as narrowed for the first three stages, then in Stage 4
presented more commonly as straight than narrowed by a ratio of 3:1. The trough morphology
remained flat throughout all four phases, however half of the false starts created in the Stage 4
specimen remained obscured with bone fragments which were lodged inside the cut. Floor dips
were difficult to see but present in the first three stages while absent in the fourth stage. Pullout
striations were most notable in stages 2 & 3, but present in all four stages. The amount of pullout
striations is variable and based on the number of times the saw is repositioned within the cut, so
each cut in each stage has its own different number of possible pullout striations. The
consistency of cut was easily seen throughout all stages. Tooth hop was noticeable in Stage 1 &
2 but absent in Stage 3 & 4. The breakaway spurs were relatively small but appeared in all four
stages. Kerf flare was only present on the Stage 1 femur, probably due to the fact that the frozen
tissue that was present in the other stages didn’t allow for much lateral movement of the saw
blade by the time it made contact with the bone. Entrance shavings and exit chipping were slight
in the first two stages and more pronounced in the last two once the femora had been frozen for a
period of time. The average characteristics seen are summarized below, in Table 4. This table is
divided by experimental stage and shows the average characteristics for the multiple cut marks
made on each bone (one bone was used per experimental stage). Figures 15-18 show the change
in kerf walls from Stage 1 through Stage 4. After analyzing each stage individually, they were
then analyzed compared to the other stages.
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Table 4 – Average Hacksaw Mark Characteristics
Variable

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Minimum Kerf Width
Kerf Wall Shape
Trough Morphology
Floor Dips
Kerf Floor Shape

1mm

1mm

1mm

1mm

Narrowed

Narrowed

Narrowed

Straight (3/4)

Flat

Flat

Flat

Flat / Obscured

Present

Present - small

Present

Absent

Flat

Flat

Flat

Flat

Pullout Striations
Consistency of Cut
Tooth Hop
Break-away Spur
Kerf Flare
Entrance Shavings
Exit Chipping

Present - minor

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present - minor

Present - minor

Absent

Absent

Present

Present

Present

Present - small

Present

Absent

Absent

Absent

Present - minor

Present - minor

Present

Present

Present - minor

Present - minor

Present

Present

Figure 15 – Stage 1 Hacksaw

Figure 16 – Stage 2 Hacksaw

Figure 17 – Stage 3 Hacksaw

Figure 18 – Stage 4 Hacksaw
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Stage 1 vs Stage 2: The cuts from Stage 1 and Stage 2 were analyzed together and
showed variation in multiple characteristics. Stage 2 presented with smoother cut surfaces as
well as more pullout striations. The presence of more pullout striations though is likely due to
adjusting the saw more while cutting through the completely fleshed and frozen femur in Stage
2. Stage 1 had kerf flare while none of the cuts on Stage 2 presented with any. Stage 1 also had
much more prominent floor dips than Stage 2. Both stages had small breakaway spurs, however
the breakaway spurs in Stage 2 were slightly larger than those in Stage 1. The entrance shaving
in Stage 2 was much smoother than that seen on the Stage 1 bones, while the exit chipping was
only slightly more prominent on Stage 2. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the magnified kerf wall
for Stage 1 and Stage 2, respectively.

Figure 19 – Stage 1 Kerf Wall

Figure 20 – Stage 2 Kerf Wall

Stage 2 vs Stage 3: The saw marks from Stage 2 and Stage 3 were compared next. The
cut marks in Stage 3 were smoother than those in Stage 2. Stage 2 again had more pullout
striations, which as previously stated is likely due to being frozen and fully fleshed while cut.
The breakaway spurs in Stage 3 were much bigger than those in Stage 2 and on those Stage 3
breakaway spurs were noticeable floor dips. The entrance shavings and exit chipping was similar
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between both stages. Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the magnified kerf wall for Stage 2 and Stage
3, respectively.

Figure 21 – Stage 2 Kerf Wall

Figure 22 – Stage 3 Kerf Wall

Stage 3 vs Stage 4: Stage 3 and Stage 4 showed much more similarity than any other
stages. Stage 4 did present with smoother cut surfaces, tiny bone fragments remaining within
false starts, and fewer pullout striations. The pullout striations that Stage 4 did have though were
just as prominent as those seen in Stage 3, and probably just fewer in number due to less
adjustments made during each cut. Stage 4 did present with smaller breakaway spurs than Stage
3 though. Entrance shaving and exit chipping were similar between the stages. Figure 23 and
Figure 24 show the magnified kerf wall for Stage 3 and Stage 4, respectively.

Figure 23 – Stage 3 Kerf Wall

Figure 24 – Stage 4 Kerf Wall
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Stage 1 vs Stage 4: Finally, I compared Stage 1 and Stage 4 to analyze the total variation
seen between fresh bone and that which has been frozen for a significant amount of time. The
most notable difference between the stages was the smoothness of the cut surface. Stage 4 was
considerable smoother than Stage 1 and presented with much less defined ridges on the cut face.
Stage 1 presented with larger breakaway spurs than in Stage 4. The kerf floors in Stage 4 were
slightly rounder than those in Stage 1, but both still presented as flat. The entrance shaving and
exit chipping were similar among both stages. Figure 25 and Figure 26 show the magnified kerf
wall for Stage 1 and Stage 4, respectively.

Figure 25 – Stage 1 Kerf Wall

Figure 26 – Stage 4 Kerf Wall

Reciprocating Saw
The reciprocating saw marks were much more variable over time than the hacksaw
marks. The minimum kerf width changed from 1.5mm to 2mm after Stage 2. The kerf wall shape
was originally a mixture of wavy and straight profiles during Stage 1 & 2, then became strictly
wavy in Stage 3 & 4. The trough morphology in Stage 1 was flat, then in Stage 2 it showed a
mixture of flat and island characteristics, only to completely change to island in Stage 3 & 4. The
kerf floor shape followed the same pattern as the trough morphology and started as flat,
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transitioned to a combination of flat and W shaped, then fully changed to W shaped in the last
two stages. The consistency of cut was visible in all four stages as well, but while Stage 1 & 2
looked almost polished, Stage 3 & 4 were rougher. Tooth hop and floor dips were only present in
the first two stages. Entrance shaving and exit chipping was present and significant in all four
stages. The average characteristics seen are summarized below, in Table 5. This table is divided
by experimental stage and shows the average characteristics for the multiple cut marks made on
each bone (one bone was used per experimental stage). Figures 27-30 show the change in kerf
walls from Stage 1 through Stage 4. After analyzing each stage individually, they were then
analyzed compared to the other stages.

Table 5 – Average Reciprocating Saw Mark Characteristics
Variable

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Minimum Kerf Width
Kerf Wall Shape
Trough Morphology
Floor Dips
Kerf Floor Shape

1.5mm

1.5mm

2mm

2mm

Wavy-straight

Wavy-straight

Wavy

Wavy

Flat

Flat-Island

Island

Island

Present
Flat

Present

Absent

Absent

Flat-W

W

W

Pullout Striations
Consistency of Cut
Tooth Hop
Break-away Spur
Kerf Flare
Entrance Shavings
Exit Chipping

Present - minor

Present - minor

Present - minor

Present - minor

Present - polished

Present - polished

Present

Present

Present - minor

Present - minor

Absent

Absent

Present

Present - minor

Present - minor

Present

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Present
Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present
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Figure 27 – Stage 1 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 29 – Stage 3 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 28 – Stage 2 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 30 – Stage 4 Reciprocating Saw

Stage 1 vs Stage 2: The cut surface on the Stage 2 femur was significantly smoother than
the cut surface of Stage 1. The consistency of cut was easier to see in Stage 2 because the cut
surface on Stage 1 was more damaged and flaky. Stage 1 also showed more pronounced
breakaway spurs, entrance shaving, and exit chipping, than Stage 2 did. Figure 31 and Figure 32
show the magnified kerf wall for Stage 1 and Stage 2, respectively.
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Figure 31 – Stage 1 Kerf Wall

Figure 32 – Stage 2 Kerf Wall

Stage 2 vs Stage 3: When comparing Stage 2 with Stage 3 it’s clear that the Stage 3
femur was a bit more brittle. The cut surface on Stage 3 was rougher than the ones on Stage 2.
Stage 3 also had a clearer consistency of cut and significantly more pronounced entrance shaving
and exit chipping than Stage 2 had. Stage 3 did not present with any floor dips, while Stage 2
did. The breakaway spurs were much larger in Stage 2 than in Stage 3, however Stage 3 had a
couple large breakaway notches that suggests the breakaway spurs in Stage 3 simply broke off
completely. Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the magnified kerf wall for Stage 2 and Stage 3,
respectively.

Figure 33 – Stage 2 Kerf Wall

Figure 34 – Stage 3 Kerf Wall
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Stage 3 vs Stage 4: The Stage 4 femur showed significantly more damage than the Stage
3 femur, but still had a smoother cut surface on the sections that were not damaged or chipped.
Stage 4 had much more pronounced breakaway spurs and more general chipping than Stage 3
did. And while Stage 3 had a more pronounced consistency of cut and entrance shaving, Stage 4
had more pronounced exit chipping. Figure 35 and Figure 36 show the magnified kerf wall for
Stage 3 and Stage 4, respectively.

Figure 35 – Stage 3 Kerf Wall

Figure 36 – Stage 4 Kerf Wall

Stage 1 vs Stage 4: Finally, I compared Stage 1 and Stage 4, which showed significantly
different characteristics. The damage to Stage 1 consisted of minor damage, greenstick fractures,
and flaking while the damage to Stage 4 consisted of large chunks breaking off. The consistency
of cut and pullout striations are much more easily seen in Stage 1 while Stage 4 has more
pronounced breakaway spurs, entrance shaving, and exit chipping. And lastly, the trough
morphology and floor shape do not match. Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the magnified kerf wall
for Stage 1 and Stage 4, respectively.
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Figure 37 – Stage 1 Kerf Wall

Figure 38 – Stage 4 Kerf Wall

Axe
By nature, an axe does not leave as precise marks on bone as saw teeth. The analysis of
the femora cut by the axe therefore are based more on fracture characteristics than specific tool
mark characteristics. The fracture surface remained at least partially smooth throughout all four
stages, however Stage 3 & 4 also presented with some rough surfaces. The fracture angle was
mainly acute/obtuse, with minimal right angles during Stage 1 & 2, then changed completely to
right angles in Stage 3 & 4. The fracture outline presented as curved/V shaped fractures
throughout all four stages, but transverse fractures were also seen in Stage 2, 3, & 4. The types of
fractures varied between stages, except for helical and transverse fractures which appeared in all
four stages. In addition to the consistent fracture types, Stage 1 also presented with jagged
fractures, Stage 2 was the only one to present with diagonal fractures, Stage 3 presented with
longitudinal and jagged fractures, while Stage 4 presented with longitudinal fractures. Radiating
fractures were present in all stages but the length and shape of them differed. Stage 1 had short
radiating fractures while Stage 4 had long radiating fractures, but both were curved. Stage 2 & 3
presented with both curved and straight fractures, but those in Stage 2 were longer than those in
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Stage 3. Hinge fractures were only present in the first two stages and absent in the second two.
Fracturing occurred between the layers of cortical bone in Stages 3 & 4. Flaking near the chop
mark was present in all but Stage 2, although they differed in degree. The identification of the
cut face was visible in all four stages, but significantly clearer on Stage 2. The average
characteristics seen are summarized below, in Table 6. This table is divided by experimental
stage and shows the average characteristics for the multiple cut marks and fractures seen on each
bone (one bone was used per experimental stage). Figures 39-42 show the change in fractures
from Stage 1 through Stage 4. After analyzing each stage individually, they were then analyzed
compared to the other stages.

Table 6 – Average Axe Trauma Characteristics
Variable
Fracture surface

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Smooth
Acute/Obtuse &
Right (near chop)

Smooth
Acute/Obtuse &
Right

Smooth & Rough

Smooth & Rough

Right

Right

Fracture outline

Curved/V shaped

Curved/V shaped &
Transverse

Curved/V shaped &
Transverse

Curved/V shaped &
Transverse

Fragment size

Large & medium

Medium

Large & small

Fragment shape

Rectangular (large)
Triangular (medium)

Rectangular
(medium)

Triangular (all)

Fracture types

H, T, J

Radiating fractures

Short (curved)

Hinge fractures
Between layer
fractures
Flaking fractures
Cut face
Kerf Width
FFI Score

Present

H, D, T
Medium (curved &
straight)
Present

H, L, T, J
Short (curved &
straight)
Absent

Absent

Absent

Present

Present

Present - minor
Present
0.5-1.5mm
2.2

Absent
Present - significant
N/A*
2.82

Present
Present
1.5-4mm
2.91

Present - minor
Present
0.5-2mm
4.67

Fracture angle

Large , medium &
small
Rectangular (large &
medium)
Splintered (small)
H, L, T
Large (curved)
Absent

H-Helical, T-Transverse, D-Diagonal, L-Longitudinal, J-Jagged
*No false starts present
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Figure 39 – Stage 1 Axe

Figure 40 – Stage 2 Axe

Figure 41 – Stage 3 Axe

Figure 42 – Stage 4 Axe

Stage 1 vs Stage 2: The cut marks on Stage 2 had a highly polished texture, while the
ones on Stage 1 were rougher. The small fragments in Stage 1 were angular in shape while the
ones in Stage two were more rectangular. And lastly, while Stage 1 presented with more hinged
fractures, Stage 2 had more fracture lines over all. Figure 43 and Figure 44 show the fractures
from Stage 1 and Stage 2, respectively.
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Figure 43 – Stage 1 Fracture

Figure 44 – Stage 2 Fracture

Stage 2 vs Stage 3: When comparing Stage 2 to Stage 3 it is clear that the cut marks and
fracture surfaces are both much smoother than those in Stage 1. Stage 3 presented with much
more damage than Stage 2. Stage 3 had more fracturing within the different layers of cortical
bone. It had more fragmentation which resulted in larger more angular fragments. And lastly the
chipping around the fracture edges was smaller and more angular than those in Stage 2. Figure
45 and Figure 46 show the fragments from Stage 2 and Stage 3, respectively.

Figure 45 – Stage 2 Fragments

Figure 46 – Stage 3 Fragment
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Stage 3 vs Stage 4: Overall Stage 3 & 4 presented very similarly with, just a couple
exceptions. Stage 4 created more fragments, both larger and smaller than those in Stage 3. The
smaller fragments in Stage 4 were splintered in shape while the larger ones were bluntly shaped.
They both had some fracture faces that were smooth and some that were rough, but their cut
faces remained smooth. They both presented with similar fracturing within the layers of cortical
bone. And lastly, their fracture edges both presented with similar jagged chips. Figure 47 and
Figure 48 show the fragments from Stage 3 and Stage 4, respectively.

Figure 47 – Stage 3 Fractures

Figure 48 – Stage 4 Fractures

Stage 1 vs Stage 4: The most variation came when analyzing Stage 1 & 4. Stage 1 had
more curved fracture lines and more acute/obtuse angled fractures, while Stage 4 only presented
with right angles. Stage 4 had some fracture surfaces that were rough and some that were
smooth, while Stage 1 only presented with smooth surfaces. Stage 4 had a much smoother cut
face though. Stage 4 also had many more fragments in general and presented with more within
layer fractures and jagged chipped fracture edges. Figure 49 and Figure 50 show the magnified
kerf wall for Stage 1 and Stage 4, respectively.
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Figure 49 – Stage 1 Fragments

Figure 50 – Stage 4 Fragments

Hatchet
The hatchet characteristics follow a very similar pattern as seen with the axe, which again
are focused more on the fracture patterns than tool mark characteristics. Some of the fracture
faces remained smooth throughout all four stages. The first two stages presented with only
smooth fracture faces while the second two stages had a mixture of smooth and rough fracture
faces. The fracture angles in Stage 1 were all acute/obtuse, while Stage 2 had mainly
acute/obtuse angles but with some right angles as well. Stages 3& 4 both only presented with
right fracture angles. The fracture outline for Stage 1 was only curved/V shaped while the
outlines in Stages 2, 3, & 4 were curved/V shaped and transverse. The shape of the fragments
progressed from angular to rectangular, with Stage 1 being only angular, Stages 2 & 3 showing a
mixture of both, and Stage 4 being only rectangular. Radiating fractures were present on the
femora of all four stages. These radiating fractures progressed from strictly curved in Stage 1 to
curved and straight in Stage 2 & 3, finally to strictly straight fracture lines in Stage 4. Hinge
fractures and prominent cut faces were present for all four stages. Fracturing between layers of
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bone was present in Stage 2, 3, & 4, but absent in Stage 1. Fractures that produced cortical bone
flaking was only present in Stage 3 & 4, while absent in the first two stages. The average
characteristics seen are summarized below, in Table 7. This table is divided by experimental
stage and shows the average characteristics for the multiple cut marks and fractures seen on each
bone (one bone was used per experimental stage). Figures 51-54 show the change in fractures
from Stage 1 through Stage 4. After analyzing each stage individually, I then analyzed them
compared to the other stages.
Table 7 – Average Hatchet Trauma Characteristics
Variable
Fracture surface

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Smooth

Smooth & Rough

Smooth & Rough

Fracture angle

Acute/Obtuse

Smooth
Acute/Obtuse &
Right

Right

Right

Fracture outline

Curved/V shaped

Curved/V shaped &
Transverse

Curved/V shaped &
Transverse

Curved/V shaped &
Transverse

Fragment size

Large & medium

Medium

Fragment shape

Triangular

Fracture types

H, D, T

Radiating fractures

Present - curved

Hinge fractures
Between layer
fractures
Flaking fractures
Cut face
Kerf Width
FFI Score

Present

Triangular &
Rectangular
H, D, T
Present - curved &
Straight
Present

Large & medium &
small
Triangular &
Rectangular
H, D, T
Present - curved &
straight
Present

Absent

Present

Present

Present - minor

Absent
Present
0.5-2mm
0-1

Absent
Present - significant
N/A*
0-1

Present
Present
N/A*
2-4

Present - minor
Present
1-2.5mm
4-6

Large & medium
Rectangular
H, T
Present - straight
Present

H-Helical, D-Diagonal, T-Transverse
*No false starts present
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Figure 51 – Stage 1 Hatchet

Figure 52 – Stage 2 Hatchet

Figure 53 – Stage 3 Hatchet

Figure 54 – Stage 4 Hatchet

Stage 1 vs Stage 2: The breakage patterns in Stage 1 & 2 were quite similar. The
fragments from Stage 1 were more angular than those in Stage 2, which where a bit blunter in
shape. Stage 2 presented with much larger fracture lines, possibly from being cut while frozen
and completely fleshed which restrained the movement of the fracture from completing into a
full break. Stage 2 also exhibited a much smoother cut face than Stage 1. Figure 55 and Figure
56 show the fragments from Stage 1 and Stage 2, respectively.
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Figure 55 – Stage 1 Fracture

Figure 56 – Stage 2 Fracture

Stage 2 vs Stage 3: Stage 2 presented with smoother fracture surfaces than Stage 3, as
well as more curved fracture lines and hinged fractures. Stage 3 exhibited small fragments that
were much more angular in shape than those in Stage 2, but also presented in some small blunt
fragments as well. Stage 3 presented with an incomplete butterfly fracture that was created by
two closely placed impact sites and the resulting fracture lines created by each impact. Figure 57
and Figure 58 show the fragments from Stage 2 and Stage 3, respectively.

Figure 57 – Stage 2 Fracture Face

Figure 58 – Stage 3 Fracture Face
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Stage 3 vs Stage 4: The fragments from Stage 3 & 4 aren’t too dissimilar. Stage 4
presented with blunter small fragments, more longitudinal fracturing, and more fracturing
between the layers of bone. Both Stage 3 & 4 exhibited similar smooth and rough fracture
surfaces, smooth cut faces, and similar size fragments. Stage 3 did exhibit some smaller
fragments than present in Stage 4. Figure 59 and Figure 60 show the fragments from Stage 3 and
Stage 4, respectively.

Figure 59 – Stage 3 Fragment

Figure 60 – Stage 4 Fragment

Stage 1 vs Stage 4: Stage 1 presented with acute/obtuse fracture angles while Stage 4
exhibited right fracture angles. Stage 4 had more radiating fractures and straighter fracture lines
than those in Stage 1. Stage 4 also exhibited fractures between the layers of cortical bone, which
was not present in Stage 1. Stage 1 had more fragments overall and they were much more
angular than those seen in Stage 4, which presented very blunt and rectangular. Some of the
fracture surfaces in Stage 4 were just as smooth as those in Stage 1, however there were some
rougher ones as well. Figure 61 and Figure 62 show the fragments from Stage 1 and Stage 4,
respectively.
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Figure 61 – Stage 1 Fracture

Figure 62 – Stage 4 Fracture
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Discussion
Limitations and Comparable Studies
Some inherent limitations to this experiment exist in the uncontrolled variables. The
amount of pull out striations present on the kerf walls of the hacksaw and reciprocating saw are
based on the number of times the saw blade was repositioned or pulled out of the cut, which was
not kept consistent. The width of the cortical bone directly affected the surface area available to
show saw mark characteristics as well as affecting the strength of the bone when being struck by
the hatchet or axe. The location of the cut mark, or impact site, on each femur, whether it be mid
shaft or near either epiphysis, produced variation due to the change in bone type and strength.
While each cut mark and impact site were attempted to be placed in the same locations for each
femur, the frozen flesh adhered to the bones made it difficult to accurately visualize the exact
location, especially when fully fleshed in Stage 2. Lastly, the aspect of human error involved in
reproducing the exact aim and strength for each swing of the hatchet and axe as well as the
power and force exerted in each cut mark of the saws created variation. This produced the
greatest variation when it came to the hacking tools. The only control set in place for this
limitation was for the same researcher to conduct the entire experiment. While this aspect of
inconsistency would be expected in an actual case of dismemberment, it made the analysis of the
change in the size of breakaway spurs skeptically and for the size of fragments, number of
fragments, and minimum kerf width created by the hatchet and axe throughout the experiment to
be relatively insignificant.
In order for this experiment to mimic the aspects of a real dismemberment, some
variations from previous research conducted on associated topics were made. Most significantly
was the fact that this experiment used truly fresh and fully fleshed specimens. Karr and Outram
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(2015) describe how the acquisition, state, time since death, preparation, and storage of the bones
used in experiments are commonly under reported or even completely absent. Even those
experiments that use ‘fresh’ bones obtained from butchers do not normally report the amount of
time the bones spent at the butcher after the animal was slaughtered and before the bones were
acquired by the researcher, which can be up to 5 weeks (Karr and Outram 2015). The specimens
used in this experiment were obtained one day after slaughter and refrigerated to be maintained
as food grade material. This experiment was initiated the same day as the acquisition of the
specimens and no specimens were refrigerated for more than five days before either being frozen
or cut, which according to Karr and Outram’s research (2015) is well under the 21 day limit of
refrigeration before bone no longer remains the characteristics of a newly deceased fresh bone.
The second aspect of this experiment that varied from previous research was the use of
fully fleshed bones. Many researchers choose to work with defleshed specimens (Alunni-Perret
et al. 2005; Tersigni 2007; Andrade et al. 2008; Wheatley 2008; Karr and Outram 2012; Lander
et al. 2014; Torimitsu et al. 2014; Karr and Outram 2015; Nogueira et al. 2016) or only partially
fleshed specimens (Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001; Lewis 2008; Love et al. 2013; Capuani et
al. 2014; Grunwald 2016), while very few use fully fleshed specimens (Humphrey and
Hutchinson 2001; Wieberg and Wescott 2008). It has been noted though that the removal of flesh
may affect the breakage patterns of bone due to the elastic nature of the periosteum (Grunwald
2016) and research has shown that variation in breakage pattern does exist, in some degree at
least, between fleshed and defleshed bone (Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009). It is because of this
change in breakage patterns, as well as the desire to keep the moisture content of the bone as
natural as possible, that femora were frozen while fully fleshed and were only completely
defleshed after being cut. Throughout the research process and literature review for this study no
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previous research was found on the effect that fleshed or defleshed specimens has on the
properties of bone when frozen.

Notable changes in saw marks
The variation in tool mark characteristics created with the hacksaw were not as
significant as those created with the reciprocating saw. Of the four hypothesized characteristics
that were expected to be negatively affected by being cut while frozen, the hacksaw only saw
differences in three of the traits. One of three traits only showed a slight difference between
frozen and fresh bone.
Both saws exhibited floor dips in Stage 1 (Figure 63 and Figure 64) & 2 (Figure 65 and
Figure 66), while neither did in Stage 4, and only the hacksaw exhibited them in Stage 3 (Figure
67). Of the floor dips exhibited in Stage 1 & 2, the ones from Stage 2 were more easily
identifiable for the reciprocating saw (Figure 66), but for the hacksaw they were more easily
identifiable in Stage 1 (Figure 63). While the discrepancy between Stage 1 & 2 for the different
types of saws may simply be variation, the fact that no floor dips were present in Stage 4
suggests that the longer bone is frozen the less able it is to withstand indent type impressions
without chipping or breaking.
The kerf floor shape remained flat for the hacksaw in all four stages (Figure 68),
however the kerf floors of Stage 3 & 4 were slightly more square than those in Stage 1 & 2. For
the reciprocating saw the kerf floor shape changed significantly. In Stage 1 it presented as flat
(Figure 69), then in Stage 2 some presented as flat and some presented as W shaped, finally in
Stage 3 & 4 it presented as a very obvious W shape (Figure 70). Since the reciprocating saw had
an alternating set it would be expected to have exhibited a W shaped kerf floor through all four
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stages, especially in Stage 1 while the bone is still fresh. This deviation begs the question of
whether the findings are just a rare variation of alternating set blades or if some uncontrolled
aspect of the experiment caused this unusual manifestation. Future research and expansion of this
project is suggested to investigate the basis of this inconsistency. Corresponding to the change
seen in the reciprocating saw’s kerf floor shape was a change in the trough morphology from flat
(Figure 71) to island (Figure 72) in the same pattern. The hacksaw did not show any change in
trough morphology.
The last characteristic that was hypothesized to be negatively affected was tooth hop.
This trait was difficult for the observer to identify in general, but it could be seen in Stage 1 & 2
(Figures 73-76) but not in Stage 3 & 4 for both saws. Similarly to the floor dips, this suggests
that the longer bone is frozen the less it is able to withstand certain types of forces before it
begins to chip or break.

Figure 63 – Stage 1 Hacksaw Floor Dips

Figure 64 – Stage 1 Reciprocating Saw Floor Dips
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Figure 65 – Stage 2 Hacksaw Floor Dips

Figure 66 – Stage 2 Reciprocating Saw Floor Dips

Figure 67 – Stage 3 Hacksaw Floor Dips

Figure 68 – Flat Kerf Floor for Hacksaw

Figure 69 – Flat Kerf Floor in Stage 1
Reciprocating Saw

Figure 70 – W shaped Kerf Floor Stage 4
Reciprocating Saw
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Figure 71 – Flat Trough Stage 1 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 72 – Island Trough Stage 2 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 73 – Tooth Hop Stage 1 Hacksaw

Figure 74 – Tooth Hop Stage 1 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 75 – Tooth Hop Stage 2 Hacksaw

Figure 76 – Tooth Hop Stage 2 Reciprocating Saw

Of the five characteristics that were hypothesized to be positively affected by being
frozen while cut, all showed variation but not to the degree expected. All the changes followed
patterns consistent with the bone becoming more brittle in its frozen state. This brittleness caused
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more scratching and chipping of the bone, especially for the reciprocating saw due to its
additional power.
The consistency of cut for the hacksaw did not necessarily get more pronounced but did
change from grooves in the kerf wall (Figure 77) to just scratches (Figure 78). The reciprocating
saw produced more consistency of cut in the later stages of the experiment, however it also
produced much more chipping on the kerf wall which caused more damage to the cut face
compared to Stage 1, as seen in figure 79 and figure 80. The presence and clarity of pullout
striations followed the same pattern as the consistency of cut (Figures 81-84). The size of
breakaway spurs/notches varied between the types of saws and was therefore only evaluated in
comparison to the others created by the same tool. The hacksaw produced much smaller
spurs/notches compared to the reciprocating saw, as to be expected since one is manual and the
other powered. The hacksaw produced midsized spurs/notches (Figure 85) in Stage 1 & 2, large
spurs/notches in Stage 3, and small spurs/notches (Figure 86) in Stage 4. However, the small
breakaway spurs/notches in Stage 4 are likely due to a change in the direction of the cut, as seen
in Figure 86, which changed the direction enough to cut through what would have become the
breakaway spur. The reciprocating saw produced midsized spurs/notches in Stage 1 (Figure 87),
small spurs/notches in Stage 2, and large spurs/notches in Stage 3 & 4 (Figure 88). Lastly, the
entrance shavings and exit chippings were more pronounced in Stage 3 & 4 and least pronounced
in Stage 2 for both saws, however the degree of change was much more significant for the
reciprocating saw than it was for the hacksaw (Figures 89-92).
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Figure 77 – Kerf Wall Stage 1 Hacksaw

Figure 78 – Kerf Wall Stage 4 Hacksaw

Figure 79 – Kerf Wall Stage 1 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 80 – Kerf Wall Stage 4 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 81 – Pullout Striations Stage 1 Hacksaw

Figure 82 – Pullout Striations Stage 4 Hacksaw
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Figure 83 – Pullout Striations Stage 1
Reciprocating Saw

Figure 85 – Breakaway Spur Stage 1 Hacksaw

Figure 87 – Breakaway Spurs Stage 1
Reciprocating Saw

Figure 84 - Pullout Striations Stage 4
Reciprocating Saw

Figure 86 – Breakaway Spur Stage 4 Hacksaw

Figure 88 – Breakaway Spurs Stage 4
Reciprocating Saw
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Figure 89 – Entrance Shaving (red) and Exit
Chipping (blue) Stage 1 Hacksaw

Figure 90 – Entrance Shaving (red) and Exit
Chipping (blue) Stage 4 Hacksaw

Figure 91 – Entrance Shavings (red) and Exit
Chipping (blue) Stage 1 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 92 – Entrance Shavings (red) and Exit
Chipping (blue) Stage 4 Reciprocating Saw

In addition to the hypothesized changes there were changes in other characteristics as
well. The kerf wall shape changed for both saws. For the hacksaw the first three stages presented
as narrowed in shape (Figure 93) but changed in Stage 4 to present as straight (Figure 94) in
three of the four false starts while only one presented as narrowed, which is likely due to
additional chipping of the bone. The kerf wall shape for the reciprocating saw also changed over
time from wavy and straight (Figure 95) in Stage 1 & 2 to only wavy (Figure 96) in Stage 3 & 4.
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Possibly most notable though was the change seen in the minimum kerf width produced
by the reciprocating saw. This changed from 1.5mm in Stage 1 & 2 to 2mm in Stage 3 & 4. This
significant increase in minimum kerf width could be interpreted as being made by a larger blade,
and as such muddy the entire depiction of the tool used.

Figure 93 – Narrowed Kerf Wall Stage 3 Hacksaw

Figure 95 – Straight and Wavy Kerf Walls Stage
1 Reciprocating Saw

Figure 94 – Straight Kerf Wall Stage 4 Hacksaw

Figure 96 – Wavy Kerf Walls Stage 4
Reciprocating Saw

Notable changes in hacking tool marks
Hacking tools, in general, don’t leave specific tool marks like saws do. Rather, they can
leave some incision marks that easily classify them as sharp force instruments but demonstrate
significantly more force which results in a mixture of sharp and blunt force characteristics. As
predicted, few significant tool marks were present on the majority of the axe and hatchet cuts.
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However, the exceptions are use wear imperfections on some of the hatchet cut faces (Figure 97)
seen in the last three stages of the experiment. These imperfections on the hatchet blade were
created by using the tool throughout the study, and as such they aren’t present in Stage 1 when
the blade was new, but they become more significant later on in the study. These types of use
wear imperfections may make it possible to identify the specific tool used, according to Tucker
et al. (2001).
Most of the characteristics predicted to change were based on the fracture patterns of
fresh and dry bone. While the outcome of the experiment was not quite as cut and dry as
predicted, it did follow some of the general patterns that were to be expected as bone gets farther
into the postmortem period. Opposing my hypothesis though was the fact that fresh bone
characteristics remained exceptionally visible throughout all four stages for both tools.
The fracture surface textures remained at least partially smooth throughout all stages,
while Stage 3 & 4 presented with some rough surfaces as well. The fracture angles followed a
similar type of pattern with right angles existing throughout all four stages, due to the chopping
trauma of the tools, and acute/obtuse angles presented only in Stage 1 & 2. The fracture outlines
presented as only fresh with curved/V shaped fractures in Stage 1, then continued to present with
these curved/V shaped fractures as well as transverse fractures in Stage 2, 3, & 4. Examples of
the fracture properties of each stage can be seen in Figures 98-101. These fresh bone qualities
remaining throughout the stages resulted in a much lower FFI score than predicted for Stage 3 &
4. However, due to the fracture outlines and fracture angles produced by the hacking trauma the
FFI was higher than expected for Stage 1 & 2, which suggests that the use of an FFI score may
not be suitable for fragments that were created by hacking tools.
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Figure 97 – Use wear imperfections from blade Stage 4 Hatchet

Figure 98 – Fracture properties of Stage 1 Axe

Figure 99 – Fracture properties of Stage 2 Hatchet
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Figure 100 – Fracture Properties of Stage 3 Axe

Figure 101 – Fracture properties of Stage 4 Hatchet

Other characteristics displayed interesting and unpredicted outcomes as well. While most
fracture types remained relatively consistent across the stages of the experiment, or at least
existed in early and late stages, longitudinal fractures were only present from the axe in Stage 3
& 4 (Figure 102). Hinge fractures were created by only the axe in Stage 1 & 2 (Figure 103) while
the hatchet created some in all stages (Figure 104). Fracturing between layers was absent for
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both the axe and hatchet in Stage 1, present for the hatchet only in Stage 2, and present for both
the axe and hatchet in Stage 3 & 4. Flaking (as seen in Figure 47) was only present for the axe in
Stage 1, absent for both tools in Stage 2, and present for both tools in Stage 3 & 4. These
variations seen between the axe and hatchet are consistent with the different amount of force
each tool can produce along with the number of strikes they take to completely dissect the bone.
Lastly, the cut face texture was significantly smoother and much more visible in Stage 2 for both
the axe and hatchet than it was for any of the other stages, as was expected based on Karr and
Outram’s (2012) research.

Figure 102 – Longitudinal Fracture Stage 3 Axe

Figure 103 – Hinge Fracture Stage 2 Axe

Figure 104 – Hinge Fracture Stage 4 Hatchet
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Overall patterns of tool marks on frozen bone
The changes seen in the impressions created by the hacksaw and reciprocating saw as
well as the breakage patterns created by the hatchet and axe show that frozen bone reacts
differently than fresh bone does to tools. As expected, based on Karr and Outram (2012) and
Outram (1998), the femora in Stage 2 on average responded with characteristics of very fresh
bone, making some traits more apparent on Stage 2 than on Stage 1. This was especially evident
by the significantly smoother texture of the cut faces and fracture faces.
The fracture patterns created from the axe and hatchet did not fit into the category of
fresh or dry bone, which matches the conclusions of previous work (Outram 1998; Karr and
Outram 2012; Grunwald 2016). The traits of the fragments created from the frozen bone matched
the shorter and wider shape, lateral breaks, and smooth fracture faces as seen in Grunwald 2016,
but this experiment also showed traits which were only seen in the thawed bones of Grunwald’s
study (2016). The femora cut by the hatchet broke matching Grunwald’s findings (2016), but the
femora cut by the axe produced longitudinal breaks in Stage 3 & 4 and splinter fragmentation in
Stage 4. These unexpected outcomes are most likely due to a combination of the type and
amount of force exerted on the bone because of the difference in tool type. The longitudinal
fragments may have arisen from fracture lines that originated from the interior aspect of the cut
face and then ran longitudinally until they hit another fracture line or weakness. The splinter
fragmentation is most likely the result of multiple impacts to the same area creating close
fracture lines which then met and broke off.
Overall, the tool mark characteristics and breakage patterns in Stage 1 & 2 were
relatively similar, with most differences simply being a matter of slight degree. For those traits
that were not universal across the stages, it was most common for Stage 1 & 2 to be similar to
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each other and Stage 3 & 4 to be similar to each other but different from Stage 1 & 2 for the
same trait. These traits for the hacksaw included: Floor dips, tooth hop, entrance shavings, and
exit chipping. The only complete outlier for the hacksaw was the change in the kerf wall shape
from narrowed to straight in Stage 4. For the reciprocating saw the traits included: minimum kerf
width, kerf wall shape, trough morphology, floor dips kerf floor shape, and tooth hop. For the
axe these traits included: fracture surface, fracture angle, hinge fractures, longitudinal fractures,
and fracturing between layers. The axe had more outlier traits than any other tool, which may be
due to the wide range in force behind each blow. Besides differences in fracture types, which
followed no specific pattern of appearance, the only outlier was the absence of flaking fractures
in Stage 2. For the hatchet these traits included: fracture surface, fracture angle and flaking
fractures. The outlier for the hatchet was the absence of fracturing between layers in Stage 1, but
that may be due to the fact that less force was theoretically exerted in each swing during Stage 1
because less force was required to cut through defleshed fresh bone than it is for fully fleshed
frozen bone.
As with any aspect of science or forensic work there is always the question of a topic’s
ability to withstand scrutiny and be accurately replicated. Tool mark analysis has been under
scrutiny by the legal system since the supreme court ruled that tool mark evidence be
inadmissible in the 2001 appeal of the Ramirez vs State of Florida because it did not meet the
Daubert standards (Barnes 2003). Due to this scrutiny some researchers (Symes et al. 2010;
Crowder et al. 2011; Love et al. 2013) have been trying to create set procedures in order to make
tool mark analysis strong enough to meet these legal requirements. Part of these procedures have
been the creation of flow charts to be used for identification of saws (Symes et al. 2010; Love et
al. 2013). The saw marks from this experiment were classified correctly using both classification
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tree models created by Love et al. (2013) and the flow chart created by Symes (2010). Even
though the minimum kerf width of the cut marks made by the reciprocating saw in this
experiment changed from 1.5mm to 2mm in Stage 3 & 4, the classification trees created by Love
et al. (2013) were still accurate because the highest cut off point was 1.495mm for the minimum
kerf width. Based on these decision models alone, there was no difference between the fresh and
frozen cut marks in their ability to correctly classify the class of weapon.

Future Research
As evident by the dismissal of tool mark evidence in the 2001 appeal of the Ramirez Vs
The State of Florida case, the field of tool mark analysis needs to be restructured and expanded
in order to withstand the scrutiny of the Daubert Standards and be used in a court of law. In
particular, the field of tool mark analysis lacks much needed peer review, validation studies, and
a set accepted error rate.
In order to create a standard error rate, set procedures, techniques, and materials need to
be defined and validation studies must be completed. Crowder et al. (2011) explain how before
new variables are added to the research more validation studies on the fundamentals are needed.
Researchers seem to be reluctant to simply replicate the work of other scientists, even for
validation studies, and tend to adapt previous studies to their own requirements. Without an
almost straight replication of a study’s methods and materials, true comparisons and error rates
cannot be established.
There are many different materials used to examine the impressions left by tool marks.
Preferably for forensic applications all research would be done on human bone. However, that is
not always possible due to availability of specimens and ethical concerns, among other things.
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Saville et al. (2007) compared the hardness of the surface and cortex of the bones of several
animals (venison tibia, pig femur, lamb tibia, lamb femur, and beef femur) to determine the most
suitable proxy for human bone. They found that pig femurs gave a reasonable match to human
cortical bone and showed similar characteristics when cut with a saw. This is different from what
Nogueira et al. found in their 2016 study. Nogueira et al. claimed that there were some
differences in the cuts created by saws and that pigs may not be a suitable replacement for
human studies (Nogueira et al. 2016). Non-bone proxies have also been used like nylon 6.6
(Saville et al. 2007) and soft-medium casting wax (Crowder et al. 2011) which display ideal
striations and impressions from tools. These non-bone proxies may exhibit a great amount of
detail, but if that is more than what is seen on bone then it is not relevant to comparisons of
characteristics on bone. If researchers are not testing and examining the same type of material,
then there will be unnecessary mistakes in the identification of different characteristics and
proper error rates will not be established. That is why an agreed upon proxy should be used
consistently in research when human bone is not available.
Certain certification or specialized training should also be enforced to ensure the validity
of error rates that are created. This could be in the form of a test, short course, or an
apprenticeship and should include continuing education courses as needed for new techniques.
Crower et al. found varying error rates based on the observer’s level of training (Crowder et al.
2011). They had three individuals with varying levels of experience analyze their specimens. The
first observer was comprehensively trained in sharp force trauma analysis and had conducted
research on the topic previously. The second observer was very experienced in microscopic
analysis but had limited training in sharp force trauma analysis. The last observer had very
limited training in both sharp force trauma analysis and microscopic analysis. Their success rate
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in determining serrated vs non-serrated knives was directly related to their level of training,
resulting in a 100%, 96%, and 92% correct classification rate (Crowder et al. 2011).
Creating specific procedures and standardization of the equipment used would help to
harmonize observers and generate a more uniform analysis from start to finish. Studies use a
variety of different microscopy equipment like light microscopes (Crowder et al. 2011; Cerutti et
al. 2016), digital microscopes (Crowder et al. 2011; Pérez 2012; Love et al. 2015; Waltenberger
and Schutkowski 2017), stereomicroscopes (Robbins et al. 2014; Cerutti et al. 2016; Nogueira et
al. 2016), micro-CT imagine (Baier et al. 2017; Waltenberger and Schutkowski 2017), scanning
electron microscopes (Alunni-Perret et al. 2005), infinite focus microscopes (Bonney 2014), and
environmental scanning electron microscopes (Saville et al. 2007). Each of these different
technologies provides different magnifications, advantages, and visual aids which can help or
hinder tool mark analysis. For example, some researchers believe that SEM microscopes are not
as useful as others because their high magnification obscured overall patterns (Love et al. 2013)
while others see them as a way to take the analysis of tool marks to a new level (Alunni-Perret et
al. 2005). A large part of tool mark analysis is recognizing smaller patterns within larger ones,
which makes the scale at which you analyze it very important as to not misinterpret your
observations (Crowder et al. 2011).
Not all characteristics of tool marks are equal, some are inherently more important than
others. As part of a standardization of technique the 15 criteria listed in Table 1 should be
weighted in accordance to significance. Decision trees, like the ones created by Love et al.
(2013), could be a very useful tool in the regulation of evaluation through the different
characteristics seen. Standardized progression through a decision tree would create more easily
replicable validation studies and would allow for a more organized explanation of procedure
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during expert witness testimony. These decision trees should be created and evaluated for all
saw types and bone conditions.
The patterns seen in the results of this experiment advocate for additional research into
the variation of tool mark impressions left on different conditions of bone. Future research
projects with considerably larger sample sizes and more variation of saw types would be highly
beneficial to the field of tool mark analysis. The inclusion of this future research on various
conditions of bone in a how-to type manual for tool mark analysis would be paramount. This
manual would ideally involve step by step instructions, descriptions, and examples to walk you
through the analysis of tool marks on bone. To capture the variations seen in frozen bone I
propose the use of photographs and associated descriptions that capture the different traits and
stages seen in frozen bone, similar in design to those used for determining age based on auricular
surfaces as seen in Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal Remains (Buikstra and
Ubelaker 1994).
Along with the visual and written descriptions of the traits and stages of bones being cut
while frozen, as proposed above, a way to quantify the smoothness of the cut surface would be
greatly beneficial. Perhaps one of the easiest ways to achieve such data would be to scan the cut
surface with a 3D scanner. A mathematical equation to compare the amount of flat surface to the
amount and size of the peaks and valleys on the cut surface could create such quantitative data.
Based on the patterns seen in this research, being able to quantify smoothness would at least
make it possible to distinguish between bones that were cut while fresh, after being frozen one
week, and those that were cut after being frozen longer. However, it may also be able to help
distinguish the duration a bone was frozen before being cut well beyond that first week.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to examine the changes in tool mark characteristics on
frozen bone over various lengths of freezing in hopes of being able to positively distinguish
whether a body was dismembered while fresh or after being frozen. This study does show
distinguishable differences exist between fresh and frozen bone, but the results should not be
indiscriminately accepted without further research being conducted that utilizes more controls, a
considerably larger sample size, and an experienced tool mark analyst. With that said, these
results do suggest that this type of characterization is very likely possible with further research.
As with any criminal case, the better you can identify and understand the evidence
presented to you, the clearer the investigation and conviction will be. Criminal cases involving
dismemberment are in many ways like any other case, but they can pose additional obstacles and
uncertainness for the law enforcement personnel tasked with the investigation. Any additional
insights that can be given into how the victim was treated after death can narrow down the list of
possible suspects, for example if a body was dismembered after being frozen the perpetrator
would need access to a freezer large enough to fit the victim. Furthermore, it could aid in the
association of dismembered remains that were found in different locations, at different times, or
in different stages of decomposition.
Based on this study alone, the most prominent feature across all four tool types that
distinguishes fresh from frozen bone is the significantly smoother texture of the cut faces. Other
indications of being cut while frozen seem to be a mixture of traits expected to be seen in fresh
and dry bone. For hacking tools this is seen in helical fractures with right angles or smooth
surfaces on transverse fractures. For saws this is seen as the consistency of cut and pullout
striations appearing more as scratches on the surface of the bone rather than grooves within it.
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While the marks left in Stage 2, after being frozen for 7 days, were on average significantly more
visible than they were on the other stages, even the femora that were cut after being frozen for 8
weeks retained most diagnostic characteristics.
The tool with the greatest disparity of characteristics between Stage 1 and Stage 4 was
the reciprocating saw. While power saws always create more material waste and chipping than
handsaws do, the amount present on Stage 4 does not match that of the small relatively low
powered reciprocating saw that was used. This, coupled with the fact that the minimum kerf
width was 0.5mm larger than it was in Stage 1 suggests that bones cut while frozen with a
reciprocating saw, or possibly power saws in general, may make it harder to correctly identify
the tool used beyond the general class description of the saw blade. Any more in depth of an
evaluation will most likely result in classifying the tool as being more powerful than it truly is.
This type of misclassification is the reason that the field of tool mark analysis needs to include
bones of various states and conditions in order to provide an accurate evaluation of the tool used
and hopefully one day soon also include the background and standards required to meet the
requirements needed to stand as evidence in a court of law.
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